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“Giustino De Santis painting, here displayed in the whole range of its development, 
starts off in the sensible, i.e. linked to the expressionist experience of nature’s 
‘details’ extrapolated from their context,  just to arrive at ‘mental’ construction in a 
new and praiseworthy coherence of themes and ways. Even if we can’t say that De 
Santis is an artist ready to embrace tout court whatsoever contemporary art 
movement, or that he is nostalgic for some past movements (for instance “concrete 
abstract”,  “informal”), nevertheless he is undoubtedly aware of vital problems in an 
average band,  of an enlightened  conservative. We could say that his path starts from 
Monet’s ‘Water-lilies’ and arrives at post informal graphic perceptions, at the colored 
rings and of nature by Corneille.”
“Let’s now look at his small sized works, belonging to the first stage of his research, 
articulated in a fragrance of notations. That’s a first moment “of nature”, where great 
expressionist masters’ formulations stand out and isolate themselves in the paper 
space, becoming cells under a microscope, port-holes on marine blue waters, autumn 
sections of walnut-husks and trunks, horizons on which vegetal moons are looming,  
in the typical round shape of corollas, laid one upon the other, iridescent, summing up 
in a chromatic cluster of materials and solvents, a sure amalgam, obtained by happy 
instinct.  Many small images, inside rings or squares, vertically or horizontally 
stretched, are the splinters of a composition to come, more imposing and more 
complex; sometimes sacrificing perhaps primary ecstasy. Here, in the miniatures of 
islands or periplus inventoried only by the compass of gesture, the smooth, marbled  
papers De Santis uses do not leave the image inside a glass skin; sensitive protruding 
appearances make a pictorial texture, the sign soaks into the blob of color in thin 
threads of whites, tinges itself at the edges of a “florality”, yet doesn’t limit the “tale” 
to mere play or escape. It makes you think of the beneficiary of generations, of 
metamorphosis between leaf and flower, magma and organism, without diverting him 
from the contemplation of nature phenomenon, with all the paint blood that is 
required. 
We can almost say that in these first samples we already have all of De Santis to 
come, in the blossoming, the growing of the organic thing into the space, a thing that 
aims - half-way between imagination and reality, flower, fruit, element, seed, cell – at 
an expanding process. Anyway, one thing is sure, that the reproductions of rings of 
nature (“multitudes”, as the artist once called them), huddles and magnetic attractions 
of those “water-lilies” to be read  on the wall, can happen thanks to a chromatic 
contagion of iridescence and in its opening, from corolla to corolla, thanks to a 
process inside painting and not by means of schemes and merely mental 
constructions. 
Sometimes, among the small sized artworks of his first period, the monochromes – 
the blues, the greens, the reds – seem to be the key to the image.  (Green 
germination). Therefore, the time, the season of the phenomenon more than the 
phenomenon itself  (Reds).  
As I was saying, Giustino De Santis doesn’t mentalize in this phase, he likes better to 
lend its autonomy to gesture,  even if he doesn’t forsake it. In fact, the artist knows 



what he wants: fancy and synthesis, the commitment to work by the rules melts into 
the joy of surprise. Like in another delightful painting, “Scoperto” (Unveiled),  
where a seed or a fruit cut in half unveils its blood, beside other elements that are 
instead sealed by a layer, a vegetal or stone coat, or like in “Nascita e luce” (Birth 
and light), a counterpoint of greys and goldens  inside the forms of a microscope. 
A second period, following this one of real grace, has the same times and mediums, 
but in a larger scale, the scale of a picture. And I must say that the operation is 
successful, because it’s not merely a question of mechanical magnifying. Every 
single composition is already coming round to the idea of  greater abstraction, 
beyond the water-lilies  and towards a kind of polyvalent  figuration, entrusted to 
sign, outlines and  shapes. The merely sensible module, all of painting, is about to 
change into a module of  meditated conjuring up, the margin of autonomy of every 
single “unity” is growing not only because of gesture but also by means of the 
organization of quanta. Anyway, I don’t want to read this period of De Santis on the 
ground of the results of the following ones. For the moment being,  I’ll limit myself 
to take notice that the images of nature are holding their own. Seasons, natural spaces 
a re spec i fy ing , “ce l l s” a re a l r eady c rea t ing a l andscape , a s in 
“Autunnale”  (Autumnal) , or giving an equivalent, for instance, of springtime, in 
“Gemme di natura” (Gems of nature). Or else I’ll observe that singular rings are 
growing in a space segmented  by brush strokes, in a whirling rhythm,  like Van 
Googh of the last period (Agglomero).
All of these works can be mixed up without great friction –at first sight you can 
always tell that they are unmistakably painted by Giustino De Santis: each one of 
them can find, in a barycentre of features, its own place in time, it’s easy to trace 
them back to the period of their creation, they are characterized by kinship, tribe, 
chromic quality, and by the varying thickness of the impasto.  That’s the case of all 
middle sized paintings, within a space, a sounding texture, a space which becomes 
structural to inventoried objects. Now cells gain a greater sonority and fastness, and 
the former variegated, soft chromatic brightness here simplifies,  aims to realize itself 
by way of monochromes, or by way of the counterpoint of two, three gems, such as 
in Tensione, in brown reds,  or in Aggregazione, where in every form there is a 
quivering white silver variegated  pink, a sharp cut on inorganic objects (stones 
plunged in a lighter element, water, air) and Crescita azzurra ( Blue growth).
In Sottobosco (Underbrush)  or in  Sottobosco grande (Big underbrush) we witness 
to a kind of proliferation of splinters or of quanta, which eventually form an 
archipelago. Don’t be fooled by the almost obsessive repetition of subject, by that 
iteration of gems that open and fall into line and clash in the controlled window of the 
existent. More than of repetition, we can speak here of inspired reiteration; more than 
of monotonous tale, we can speak of permanence in the abstract area, which is neither 
anthropomorphic nor humanistic, in as much as it drives man out from the center of 
the painting. 
In his latest period, De Santis on purpose gives up his pictorial achievements in 
favour of a more graphic construction, of a flat layer of colour, epidermic, 
elementary. Think of Schifano or Kounellis “prima maniera”, where the refusal of 
traditional art was a way to look after a different picture, no longer self-satisfied, but 



slim and nimble, springing towards concepts,  a kind of  workshop drama risen to the 
dignity of a character. 
Looking more closely at the last De Santis works, I’ll notice that the backgrounds are 
taking on the character of thick, labyrinth signs, forms are becoming heraldic, but if 
the chromatic texture is more epidermic than in former pictorial evocations, 
(yesterday up to picturesque), today the idea of singles works improves, the forms of 
nature acknowledge that they have been created within a mental space as if from the 
existential context the artist had focused on those big circular forms, those corollas, 
by means of a  magnifying lens; but as if, instead of enhancing details in a coarse-
grained size, in a thicker surface, he had filtered the essential.
“Rings”, that I can’t renounce to consider sub vegetal specie – even if the memory of 
flower, fruit, seed, or walnut-husk isn’t obliging,  but only tied to analogies – seem 
almost capsulated inside a solidified space,  reduced to structure.  In reference to this, 
I must say that the artist is lending great importance to what bears the objects, i.e. to 
background: a flat space, rich of signs, in a continuum anti-atmospheric, almost as if 
he were  worried not to let those quanta or organic elements sing, in a totally pictorial 
melody, in this abstract theatre. In that awareness, there are the paintings titled 
“Araldo verde” (Green herald), “Ricordo delle ninfee” (Memory of water-lilies) and 
the perfect “Corolle del cielo” (Sky corollas) calibrated in a rhomboid measure. It’s 
worth remembering that here nature exists, but is almost chastened by a vis, a 
strength of voluntary rarefaction: a stage that had to be invented, if it didn’t exist.  
Just like the indispensable meditation of the artist on the path he is following and 
he’ll keep on following: from an image essentially “physical” to an image supported 
by the mind. I’m referring mainly to the trilogy – otherwise to be read separately – of 
“Grande autunnale”, “Vitale I”  e “Vitale II”, where the white mark, almost a lace, 
the flat blacks that outline single beehives, or sections of seeds or walnut-husks, 
armorial shapes, express a happy synthesis of the  iter of the artist, who is reflecting 
upon his own picture. Perhaps he’ll have to think it over again with less critical sense, 
in a less “distrustful” way, but the main point is that he came to a graphic heraldic 
decantation of the all picture. The evidence is “Grande autunnale”,  one of the largest 
among De Santis last pictures; really well conceived as it comes to chromatic tone, 
among whites, greens and blacks and perfectly balanced between heart and mind, 
plan and fancy, as if the scheme, carefully  built,  wouldn’t forsake, after all, the 
quality of the palette, as if it were the bearing mirror of many shapes of nature, 
recognizable but driven to their interior features.”


